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A Novel Signaling Pathway
from Rod Photoreceptors to Ganglion Cells
in Mammalian Retina
pathways is maintained in subsequent circuitry; ON bi-
polars excite ON ganglion cells, and OFF bipolars excite
OFF ganglion cells. As a result, a transient increase in
light intensity is transmitted to the brain by a rapid burst
of spikes from ON ganglion cells, whereas a transient
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decrease in intensity is encoded mostly by a burst of²Department of Molecular Biology and Genetics
spikes from OFF ganglion cells (Warland et al., 1997).³Howard Hughes Medical Institute
In the retinae of cold-blooded vertebrates, rod photo-Johns Hopkins University
receptors are connected to ON and OFF bipolar cells inSchool of Medicine
much the same fashion as cones. However, in mammals,Baltimore, Maryland 21205
the circuit for low light vision appears to differ signifi-
cantly from this plan (Figure1). It is thought that mamma-
lian rods connect to a single type of bipolar cell (BoycottSummary
and Dowling, 1969; Dacheux and Raviola, 1986; WaÈssle
et al., 1991), the rod-depolarizing bipolar (RDB). Follow-Current understanding suggests that mammalian rod
ing an increase in light intensity, this neuron excites thephotoreceptors connect only to an ON-type bipolar
AII amacrine cell (Kolb and Famiglietti, 1974; Kolb andcell. This rod-specific bipolar cell excites the AII ama-
Nelson, 1983; Chun et al., 1993). The AII cell, in turn,crine cell, which makes connections to cone-specific
connects to the two classes of cone bipolar cells (Kolbbipolar cells of both ON and OFF type; these, in turn,
and Famiglietti, 1974; Famiglietti and Kolb, 1975; Pour-synapse with ganglion cells. Recent work on rabbit
cho and Goebel, 1985; MuÈ ller et al., 1988); it excitesretina has shown that rod signals can also reach gan-
cone-depolarizing bipolar (CDB) cells through an electri-glion cells without passing through therod bipolar cell.
cal junction, and it inhibits cone-hyperpolarizing bipolarThis route was thought to be provided by electrical gap
(CHB) cells through a glycinergic synapse. Thus, thejunctions, through which rods signal directly to cones
parallel ON and OFF pathways are established again;and thence to cone bipolar cells. Here, we show that
both cone bipolar cells respond to rod input and, in turn,the mouse retina also provides a rod pathway by-
convey the signal to the ON and OFF ganglion cells.passing the rod bipolar cell, suggesting that this is a
This circuit diagram for the rod pathway differs in twocommon feature in mammals. However, this alterna-
important respects from the mammalian cone pathwaytive pathway does not require cone photoreceptors;
or the rod pathway in cold-blooded vertebrates: there
it is perfectly intact in a transgenic mouse whose retina
is only one type of rod bipolar cell, and that bipolar cell
lacks cones. Instead, the results can be explained if
does not directly contact the retinal ganglion cells.
rods connect directly to OFF bipolar cells.
It has been proposed that rod signals can also travel
by another route that circumvents the rod bipolar cellÐ
Introduction namely, by passing through gap junctions to cones and
from there to the cone ON and OFF bipolar cells. Electri-
The vertebrate retina senses light with two kinds of pho- cal connections between rod and cone cells have, in
toreceptors (Dowling, 1987; Sterling, 1990). Rods are fact, been documented both physiologically (Nelson,
very sensitive, can reliably transduce the absorption of 1977; Schneeweis and Schnapf, 1995) and anatomically
single photons, and are responsible for vision at low (Smith et al., 1986). Pharmacological experiments also
light levels, such as moonlight. Cones are much less point to a rod pathway bypassing the rod ON bipolar.
sensitive and provide for daytime vision. Both rods and The glutamate analog L-(1)-2-amino-4-phosphonobu-
cones hyperpolarize following an increase in light inten- tyric acid (APB) acts selectively on metabotropic gluta-
sity, and thus release less of their transmitter, glutamate. mate receptors, and thus blocks transmission from pho-
Cones make synapses onto two types of bipolar cells: toreceptors to ON bipolar cells (Shiells et al., 1981;
one type depolarizes following a light increase and is Slaughter and Miller, 1981; Nawy and Jahr, 1991) but
thus called ªON bipolarº or ªdepolarizing bipolarº; the not to OFF bipolar cells (Slaughter and Miller, 1981;
other type hyperpolarizes in light, the so-called ªOFF MuÈ ller et al., 1988). DeVries and Baylor (1995) studied
bipolarº or ªhyperpolarizing bipolar.º The different re- the effects of APB on the rod-driven responses of gan-
sponses of ON and OFF bipolar cells are determined by glion cells in the rabbit retina. APB blocked the light
their glutamate receptors: in the OFF bipolar, glutamate response of ON cells, but the function of certain OFF
causes sodium influx through ionotropic receptors; in ganglion cells remained intact.
the ON bipolar, metabotropic receptors link glutamate In this paper, we test whether this alternate pathway
to the closure of cation channels (Nawy and Jahr, 1991; for rod signals does, in fact, rely on cones. We found
Yamashita and WaÈssle, 1991). This split into two parallel that the retina of the mouse provides an APB-resistant
pathway for rod signals, as in the rabbit, suggesting that
this is a common trait of mammalian retinae. We then§These authors contributed equally to this work.
removed cones from the mouse retina by molecular ge-‖ Present address: Department of Neurobiology, University of Cali-
netic methods. Remarkably, theAPB-resistant responsefornia School of Medicine, Los Angeles, California 90095.
# To whom correspondence should be addressed. persisted unaltered in the coneless transgenic retina.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the Mammalian Rod and Cone Pathways
The neurons shown are a rod (R), cone (C), rod-depolarizing bipolar
(RDB), cone depolarizing bipolar (CDB), cone-hyperpolarizing bipo- Figure 2. APB Blocks the ON Response but Not the OFF Response
lar (CHB), AII amacrine cell (AII), ON ganglion cell (ON G), and OFF of Ganglion Cells
ganglion cell (OFF G). Small filled circles represent sign-preserving Firing rate of an ON/OFF ganglion cell from the normal mouse retina
synapses, open circles represent sign-inverting synapses, and the in response to a spatially uniform square wave flash (bottom stimu-
ªresistorº symbol represents gap junctions. The blue part of the lus trace) at a mean illumination of 102 R*/rod/s and 99% contrast.
circuit is eliminated in the coneless transgenic mouse, red synapses (Top) In Ringer's solution.
are blocked by APB, and green synapses are blocked by strychnine. (Bottom) After addition of 100 mM APB.
The dashed connection provides a hypothetical rod pathway that
is resistant to APB and does not require cones.
random flicker stimulus (see Experimental Procedures
and Meister et al., 1994) revealed the relativesensitivitiesWe conclude that rod±cone coupling is not required and
of each ganglion cell to the three guns of the stimulatingthat there is a previously unidentified pathway by which
color monitor (Figure 3A). At low intensities, the greenrod signals reach retinal ganglion cells.
and blue guns were about equally effective in driving
these ganglion cells, whereas at high intensities, theResults
blue gun became dominant. The sensitivities to the three
guns were interpolated by a standard pigment nomo-The Mouse Retina Has a Pathway for Rod Signals
gram (Baylor et al., 1987) to estimate the photorecep-Resistant to APB
tor's peak absorption wavelength (lmax). At intensitiesThe light responses of ganglion cells in the normal
below 102 R*/rod/s, the lmax clustered tightly around 500mouse retina were tested with a simple stimulus: uniform
nm (Figure 3B), which is the lmax of the rod photorecep-illumination turned on and off in a square wave fashion
tor, as measured by suction electrode recording (C. Ma-(Figure 2). The light intensity was kept in a range that
kino, personal communication). When the intensity wasdid not activate cones, with the mean intensity produc-
increased to 106 R*/rod/s, the ganglion cells' spectraling fewer than 102 rhodopsin activations (R*) per rod
sensitivity shifted far toward short wavelengths (Figureper second. Many ganglion cells responded with a brief
3B). Thus, it appears that low intensities up to 102 R*/increase in the firing rate at light onset (ON cells), at
rod/s stimulate rod photoreceptors exclusively.light offset (OFF cells), or following both transitions (ON/
Given that the APB-resistant response arises in rods,OFF cells; see also Nirenberg and Meister, 1997).
might it result from an incomplete block of the synapseThe addition of 100 mM APB eliminated responses to
onto the RDB cell? This is unlikely, because the OFFlight onset in both ON cells and ON/OFF cells (99 of 99
response persisted at an APB concentration of 600 mM,observed cells), as illustrated in Figure 2. However, OFF
whereas the ON response was completely eliminated atresponses persisted in both OFF cells and ON/OFF cells
concentrations of both 100 mM or 600 mM (8 of 8 cells(39 of 39 cells), and often their amplitude was enhanced
tested). This was observed both at scotopic (102 R*/(Figure 2). In darkness or constant dim light (102 R*/rod/
rod/s) and photopic (106 R*/rod/s) light intensities.s), some neurons showed a significant maintained firing
To further confirm that these OFF responses do notrate. APB suppressed this spontaneous activity in ON
pass through the classical rod pathway, we also testedcells but did not strongly affect it in OFF or ON/OFF
the effects of strychnine, which interferes with the gly-cells (data not shown).
cinergic synapse of the AII amacrine cell (MuÈ ller et al.,To confirm that the APB-resistant responses originate
1988) and thus blocks transmission to the cone OFFin rod photoreceptors, we measured their spectral sen-
bipolar cell (Figure 1). However, the APB-resistant re-sitivities. For this purpose, recordings were taken from
sponse persisted in strychnine (Figure 4; 5 of 5 cellsthe inferior region of the mouse retina, which contains
tested). Thus, it appears that rod signals can reach OFFonly short wavelength cones (Szel et al., 1992; Wang et
ganglion cells by a route that requires neither the RDBal., 1992) whose absorption spectrum is very different
from that of the rods. Reverse correlation to a chromatic nor the AII amacrine cell.
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Figure 4. The APB-Resistant Rod Pathway Is Also Resistant to
Strychnine
Firing rate of an ON/OFF ganglion cell in response to a square wave
flash at intensity 102 R*/rod/s and 99% contrast (bottom stimulus
trace) measured in Ringer's medium (top), after addition of 13 mM
strychnine (middle) and with 13 mM strychnine and 100 mM APB
(bottom).
Figure 3. The Spectral Sensitivity of Light Responses in APB
R*/rod/s, ganglion cell responses could be followed over
(A) Reverse correlation function of a ganglion cell during two random
a wide range of contrasts. For stimuli of 16% contrastflicker experiments in 100 mM APB at intensities of 102 R*/rod/s (top)
or less, the addition of APB greatly attenuated OFF re-and 106 R*/rod/s (bottom). In each graph, the three curves represent
sponses. At higher contrasts, APB failed to eliminatethe spike-triggered average stimulus intensity as a function of time
prior to the action potential, plotted separately for the red, green, OFF responses, and in many instances they were greater
and blue guns of the color monitor. than when measured in normal medium (Figure 5B; see
(B) From the relative sensitivities to the three guns in (A), the wave- also Figure 2).
length of peak sensitivity (lmax) of the absorbing photopigment was Thus, the APB-sensitive component of the ganglionestimated by using a pigment nomogram (see Experimental Proce-
cell's OFF responseÐpresumably mediated by thedures). Solid bars in the histogram show the lmax of 37 ganglion cells
RDB±AII pathwayÐis dominant at low intensity or lowat a mean light level of 102 R*/rod/s. Open bars show the results
obtained at 106 R*/rod/s for 11 of these cells. Dashed lines indicate contrast. The APB-resistant OFF pathway requires stim-
the estimated lmax for the three known photoreceptors: 360 nm uli of higher mean intensity and contrast, though these
(S-cone), 500 nm (rod), and 511 nm (M-cone). All of these recordings still elicit responses exclusively from rods. In this regime,
were from the inferior region of the mouse retina, which contains
excitation through the alternative pathway may evenS-cones and rods but no M-cones.
exceed the contribution from the RDB±AII pathway.
Generation of a Coneless Transgenic MouseCharacteristics of the Two Rod Pathways
We found that individual ganglion cells receive rod sig- It has been suggested that the APB-resistant pathway
relies on electrical coupling between rods and conesnals both through the conventional RDB±AII pathway
and through the APB-resistant pathway. However, the via gap junctions (Smith et al., 1986; DeVries and Baylor,
1995). To test this proposal, we generated a mouserelative strength of the twocontributionsdependsstrongly
on light intensity. At mean intensities below 1 R*/rod/s, retina in which the cone photoreceptors are selectively
missing. This was achieved by expressing the gene for aAPB effectively eliminated all responses of both ON type
and OFF type (Figure 5A). This is consistent with re- modified diphtheria toxin under the control of a promoter
selective for cones.sponses generated exclusively by the RDB±AII circuit.
At intensities greater than 10R*/rod/s, the APB-resistant Transgenic lines were created that carry a DNA seg-
ment encoding the A chain of diphtheria toxin (DT-A)OFF response appeared (Figure 5A).
The two OFF response pathways also have differential under the control of 6.5 kb of 59 flanking sequences
derived from the human red pigment gene. This regionsensitivity tostimulus contrast. Byvarying the amplitude
of the square wave light stimulus about the mean of 102 was shown in previous experiments to direct expression
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Figure 5. Dependence of the APB-Resistant
Rod Response on Intensity and Contrast
Firing rate of an ON/OFF ganglion cell in re-
sponse to a square wave flash (bottom stimu-
lus trace), in Ringer's medium (blue) and after
addition of 100 mM APB (red).
(A) Flashes of 99% contrast, with a mean in-
tensity of 1 R*/rod/s (top) and 10 R*/rod/s
(bottom).
(B) Flashes with a mean intensity of 102 R*/
rod/s, at a contrast of 16% (top) and 66%
(bottom).
of a b-galactosidase reporter gene to both long and 1979). H.red DT-A and normal retinae were compared
by light and electron microscopy and by a variety ofshort wave cones butnot toother cell types in the mouse
retina (Wang et al., 1992). Our initial attempts to create immunochemical probes. Plastic sections (1 mm) (Fig-
ures 7M and 7N) show that normal and h.red DT-A reti-transgenic lines carrying this construct with a wild-type
DT-A coding region resulted in a low yield of transgenic nae were indistinguishable in thickness and in the ap-
pearance and arrangement of cellular elements in eachanimals. In the three transgenic lines obtained, cone
photoreceptor loss was not observed, as determined of the three retinal layers. Cone photoreceptors were
identified by staining with antibodies specific to eitherby crossing the DT-A transgenic mice to mice carrying
the same red pigment gene sequences driving expres- long or short wave cone pigments (Wang et al., 1992)
and by staining with peanut agglutinin (PNA), a lectin thatsion of a b-galactosidase reporter. Work by others has
suggested that leaky expression from DT-A transgenes selectively binds to the extracellular matrix immediately
surrounding the cone photoreceptors (Blanks and John-can result in lethality, thereby enriching within the set
of DT-A transgenic lines for those in which the transgene son, 1983). In keeping with theassessment of cone num-
ber determined using a cone-specific b-galactosidaseis disrupted or has integrated into a chromosomal region
that precludes its expression (Breitman et al., 1990; Lang reporter (Figure 6), these experiments revealed a nearly
complete absence of long wave cones and a loss ofand Bishop, 1993). To minimize nonspecific cell killing,
transgenic animals were generated with a second con- .95% of short wave cones (Figures 7A, 7B, 7E, 7F, 7I,
and 7J). The presence of occasional short wave conesstruct containing the same 6.5 kb red pigment gene
segment joined to a DT-A coding segment encoding an in the inferior half of the retina presumably reflects varie-
gated expression of the h.red DT-A transgene in thisattenuated toxin (DT176) (Maxwell et al., 1987; Breitman
et al., 1990). With this construct, referred to hereafter cell population. This selective variegation may berelated
to the severalfold lower level of activity of the human redas ªh.red DT-A,º five transgenic lines were obtained,
and of these, three showed a nearly complete loss of pigment promoter region in short wave cones relative to
long wave cones, as judged by the intensity of X-galcone photoreceptors, as determined by crosses with
mice carrying the red pigment gene b-galactosidase staining seen in retinae from the human red promoter±b-
galactosidase transgenic mice. Rod density and mor-reporter (Figure 6). H.red DT-A mice show no physical,
behavioral, reproductive, or growth anomalies, and the phology appeared normal by both light and electron
microscopy and by immunostaining with anti-rhodopsinhistologic appearance of their retinae remains un-
changed over at least 8 months. antibodies (data not shown).
The structure of selected cell types in the inner retina
was assessed by immunostaining. Antibodies to recov-Histology of the Coneless Retina
In the normal mouse retina, cones account for fewer erin label a subset of cone bipolar cells (Milam et al.,
1993; Euler and WaÈssle, 1995), antibodies to proteinthan 5% of the photoreceptors and are dispersed among
the more numerous rods. As in other rodents, long wave kinase C (PKC) label rod bipolar cells (Greferath et al.,
1990) as well as cone photoreceptors, and antibodiescones are located in the superior retina and short wave
cones in the inferior retina (Szel et al., 1992; Wang et to Thy-1 label ganglion cells (Barnstable and DraÈger,
1984). When each of these antibodies was used for im-al., 1992). Except for differences in chromatin clumping,
mouse cones are not morphologically distinctive at the munostaining, thepattern of labeling in the inner retina of
normal and h.red DT-A mice appeared indistinguishableresolution of the light microscope (Carter and LaVail,
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The Coneless Retina Is Physiologically
Normal at Scotopic Intensities
At scotopic light levels (102 R*/rod/s), the light response
of the coneless retina was indistinguishable from that
of the normal retina. Two types of visual stimuli were
used to perform this comparison: spatially uniform
square wave flashes and a chromatic randomly flick-
ering checkerboard.
In response to a square wave flash, most ganglion
cells of the coneless retina fire brief bursts of spikes at
light onset or offset or both, as in the normal retina
(Figure 9A). One can distinguish different response types
by the timing of these bursts relative to the stimulus
period. All of the response types observed in the normal
retina also occur in the coneless retina: cells with a short
latency single ON response, multiple ON responses, de-
layed ON responses, and short latency OFF responses
(Figure 9A). In fact, the distribution of response types
matches quantitatively. For each cell, we measured the
peak times for the various elevations in the firing rate
throughout the square wave stimulus period. Figure 9B
compiles a histogram of these peak times from all of
Figure 6. A Transgenic Mouse Retina Almost Entirely Devoid of the observed cells. This distribution is very similar in the
Cones normal and the coneless retina. This suggests that the
Ablation of cone photoreceptors, as assessed using a cone-specific coneless retina contains all of the circuitry necessary
b-galactosidase reporter. Transgenic mice carrying only a human to generate the scotopic responses of the normal retina.
red pigment gene±b-galactosidase reporter ([A], left, and [B]) or
Ganglion cells of the coneless retina were also charac-double transgenic mice carrying both a human red pigment gene±b-
terized by calculating their reverse correlation to a chro-galactosidase reporter and an h.red DT-A transgene ([A], right, [C],
and [D]) were examined by whole mount staining with the chromo- matic random flicker stimulus (see Experimental Proce-
genic substrate X-gal. Occasional b-galactosidase±expressing cells dures and Meister et al., 1994). This analysis yields a
are seen in the inferior retina of the double transgenic mouse (facing measure of the ganglion cell's temporal, spatial, and
up in [A], right) reaching a density up to 10% of that of the normal spectral response properties. From the spectral sensi-
retina at the extreme inferior margin (C). In the superior retina of
tivity, we estimated the lmax of the underlying photore-the double transgenic mouse, b-galactosidase±expressing cells are
ceptor pigment as lmax 5 498 6 2 nm (mean 6 SD, 14completely absent (D). Scale bar for (B), (C), and (D), 50 mm.
cells), which again matches the lmax 5 500 nm of the
mouse rod photoreceptor, just as in the normal retina
(Figures 7C, 7D, 7G, 7H, 7K, and 7L). In addition, antibod- (Figure 3B). Several ganglion cell types could be distin-
ies to calbindin were found to label horizontal cells and guished by the time course of their reverse correlation
theirprocesses, subsets of amacrines, dendrites in three (Figure 9C). Most cells showed a biphasic waveform;
distinct strata of the inner plexiform layer, and neurons they varied in the sign of this waveform(ON or OFF type),
in the ganglion cell layer (Schreiner et al., 1985; Hamano the particular shape of each lobe, and the occasional
et al., 1990). Again, the staining patterns in the normal occurrence of a third lobe. Examination of 35 cells
and coneless retina were indistinguishable (data not showed the same qualitative shapes in both the normal
shown). Retinae from normal and h.red DT-A mice were and the coneless retina, with no significant difference
also examined by transmission electron microscopy in their frequency of occurrence. Finally, we measured
(Figure 8). The qualitative appearances of normal and the size of each ganglion cell's receptive field center by
h.red DT-A retinae are remarkably similar. The only re- fitting a Gaussian bell shape to the spatial profile of the
gion where any difference could be discerned between reverse correlation function (Meister et al., 1995; DeVries
the two is in the outer plexiform layer, where occasional and Baylor, 1997). The center diameter (twice the SD of
large presynaptic swellings with multiple ribbon syn- the best fit Gaussian) was 196 6 58 mm (mean 6 SD,
apses are found in the normal but not in the h.red DT-A 51 cells) in the normal retina and 215 6 33 mm (14 cells)
retina. These structures are presumed to be cone pedi- in the coneless retina, again revealing no significant
cles, although this has not been proven by serial recon- difference between the two retinae. A diameter of 200
struction. The h.red DT-A retina displays the full range mm corresponds to 88 of visual angle, in good agreement
of cell types in the inner nuclear and ganglion cell layers, with a typical receptive field size of 108, measured by
as determined by the morphology and electron density others (Stone and Pinto, 1993).
of the cytosol and the pattern of chromatin clumping In order to observe any functional difference between
(Strettoi and Masland, 1995). We conclude that, except the coneless and the normal retina, it was necessary to
for the loss of all long wave cones and nearly all short increase the mean intensity of thestimulus (Figure10). At
wavecones, the overall structure of theh.red DT-A retina an intensity of 104 R*/rod/s, the response of the coneless
is remarkably similar to that of the normal mouse. Thus, retina was greatly attenuated, and by 105 R*/rod/s, there
we will refer to this transgenic retina as a ªconeless was no detectable response to a square wave stimulus.
This occurred in both the inferior and the superior half ofretina.º
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Figure 7. Histology of the Coneless Retina
Light microscopic comparison of h.red DT-A and normal retinae. For each pair of panels, the normal retina is on the left and the h.red DT-A
retina is on the right.
(A and B) Double labeling with PNA (red) and DAPI (blue). Cone outer segments and cone-associated extracellular matrix sheaths are presentin
the normal retina and absent from the h.red DT-A retina.
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Figure 8. Ultrastructure of the Coneless Retina
Transmission electron microscopy of the
outer plexiform layers of normal and h.red
DT-A retinae. Photoreceptor nuclei are at the
top and nuclei of inner nuclear layer cells are
at the bottom. A retinal capillary is on the right
side of each micrograph. Both normal (A) and
h.red DT-A transgenic (B) retinae show nu-
merous rod spherules with ribbon synapses
and invaginating bipolar and horizontal cell
processes. The normal sections appear to
have a greater number of large presynaptic
processes with multiple invaginating synaptic
elements, one of which is seen on the left
side of (A); these are presumed to be cone
pedicles. Scale bar, 1 mm.
the retina. In contrast, the normal retina showed robust ON and OFF responses at intensities of 1 R*/rod/s or
less. However, at intensities .10 R*/rod/s, the APB-responses up to intensities of 106 R*/rod/s, the highest
value we explored. The failure of the coneless retina at resistant response appeared and was often larger than
in Ringer's (Figure 11A). The contrast dependence ofthese high intensities is likely the result of saturation of
the rod photoreceptors (Nakatani et al., 1991) and serves the APB effect also mirrored that seen in the normal
retina; APB attenuated responses to low contrast (16%)as a physiological confirmation of the lack of cones.
flashes, but it failed to suppress responses at higher
contrasts (66%) and often enhanced them (Figure 11B).The Coneless Retina Exhibits
an APB-Resistant Response By all of these measures, it appears that the APB-
resistant pathway for rod signals behaves identicallyHaving established that the coneless retina functions
like the normal retina under scotopic conditions, we in the normal and the coneless retina. Therefore, this
pathway clearly does not rely on electrical junctionstested specifically whether it still has an APB-resistant
pathway for rod signals. As in the normal retina (Figures between rods and cones.
2 and 5), the addition of 100 mM APB invariably elimi-
nated all ON responses from ganglion cells of the cone-
less retina (50 of 50 cells tested). However, all cells that Discussion
showed OFF responses in Ringer's medium continued
to respond to light offset in medium containing APB Several Pathways for Rod Signals to Ganglion Cells
The current circuit diagram of the mammalian retina(Figure 11, bottom). Often, the firing transient following
light offset was even enhanced over that in Ringer's. (Figure 1) holds that rods synapse onto rod ON bipolar
cells, which excite AII amacrine cells, which in turn trans-This APB-resistant OFF response was observed both in
superior retina (7 of 7 cells), which is entirely devoid of mit their signals to both the ON and OFF bipolar cells
of the cone circuit. In addition, rod signals may entercones, and inferior retina (18 of 18 cells), where a small
number of cones remains (Figure 6). cones directly through electrical junctions between the
photoreceptors (Sterling, 1990). Here, we have shownTo further verify that this response was generated by
the same means as in the normal retina, we again tested that themouse retina provides yet another pathway from
rods to ganglion cells. This pathway bypasses the meta-the effect of APB at various intensities and contrasts.
As in the normal retina (Figure 5), APB eliminated both botropic glutamate receptors of ON bipolar cells and
(C and D) Anti-Thy-1 immunostaining visualized with horseradish peroxidase. Ganglion cells and their processes are labeled equivalently in
normal and h.red DT-A transgenic retinae.
(E and F) Double labeling of the inferior retina with anti±short wave visual pigment antibodies (red) and DAPI (blue). Occasional short wave
cones are seen in the h.red DT-A retina.
(G and H) Anti-PKC immunoreactivity. Rod bipolar cells are stained in both the normal and h.red DT-A transgenic retina; cone outer segments
are seen only in the normal retina.
(I and J) Double-labeling of the superior retina with anti±long wave visual pigment antibodies (red) and DAPI (blue). The h.red DT-A transgenic
retina shows fewer than 1% of the number of long wave cones seen in the normal retina (none are seen in the h.red DT-A retina section
shown here).
(K and L) Anti-recoverin immunoreactivity. Rod photoreceptor cell bodies and outer segments and a subset of cone bipolar cells are immuno-
stained in both normal and h.red DT-A transgenic retinae.
(M and N) Epon-embedded sections (1 mm) stained with methylene blue. Normal and h.red DT-A transgenic retinae are indistinguishable at
this resolution. Abbreviations: RPE, retinal pigment epithelium; OS, outer segments; IS, inner segments; ONL, outer nuclear layer; OPL, outer
plexiform layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; IPL, inner plexiform layer; GCL, ganglion cell layer. Scale bar, 50 mm.
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Figure 10. The Coneless Retina Fails at High Light Intensities
The peak firing rate of retinal ganglion cells in response to a square
wave stimulus of 99% contrast (see inset) is plotted as a function
of the mean intensity over seven orders of magnitude. For each
ganglion cell, the peak firing rate was normalized to the value mea-
sured at intensity 102 R*/rod/s. These normalized values were aver-
aged over 12±18 cells in the normal retina (closed symbols) and
18±27 cells of the coneless retina, including both inferior and supe-
rior regions (open symbols). Error bars denote standard error of the
mean.
and contrasts (Figure 5). The pathway does not rely on
cones, since it remains intact in a coneless transgenic
retina (Figure 11), whose anatomyÐwith the exception
of the loss of cones (Figures 6±8)Ðand function (Figures
9 and 10) are indistinguishable from the normal retina.
There are several routes by which rod signals could
bypass both ON bipolar cells and cones, but most of
these can be eliminated based on our observations. For
example, horizontal cells may receive inputs from rods
and convey the signal laterally to OFF cone bipolars
(Linberg and Fisher, 1988; Owen and Hare, 1989; Yang
and Wu, 1991). However, horizontal cells are thought to
signal by GABAergic transmission, producing a postsyn-
aptic response of the opposite sign (Sarthy and Fu,
1989; Vardi et al., 1994). Thus, OFF ganglion cells shouldFigure 9. Comparison of Flash Responses in Normal and Coneless
produce ON responses in thepresence of APB. ContraryRetina
to this expectation, no ON responses were ever ob-(A) Firing rate as a function of time under periodic square wave
flashes at intensity 102 R*/rod/s and 99% contrast (bottom stimulus served in APB. Another consideration is that the rod ON
trace) for representative ganglion cells in the normal (left) and cone- bipolar cells express both metabotropic and ionotropic
less (right) retina. glutamate receptors (Euler et al., 1996; Hughes, 1997).
(B) To assess the time course of light responses quantitatively, the Under normal conditions, metabotropic transduction is
times at which the firing rate peaked were noted for every cell (see
dominant, but in the presence of APB, the ionotropiccurves in [A]). These peak times are histogrammed for 68 cells from
channels could still transmit the rod signal. This wouldthe normal retina (left) and 61 cells from the coneless retina (right).
produce an inversion of the postsynaptic responseCells whose light response showed several peaks (e.g., line 2 in [A])
contributed multiple peak times. properties, such that in APB, the rod ON bipolar cell
(C) The reverse correlation function to a random checkerboard stim- turns into an OFF bipolar cell. Thus, ON and OFF gan-
ulus for representative cells from the normal (left) and coneless glion cells should also invert the sign of their response,
(right) retina. These plots show the spike-triggered average stimulus
which was never observed.intensity as a function of time prior to the action potential, obtained
A more viable proposal is that the rods directly exciteas a weighted average of the curves for the red, green, and blue
OFF bipolar cells through an ionotropic glutamate re-guns (see Figure 3A). All plots are scaled to the same range.
ceptor. These hypothetical OFF bipolars would excite
OFF ganglion cells, whose response would thus be re-
also the glycinergic synapses of AII amacrine cells (Fig- sistant to APB. Under normal conditions, this circuit
ures 2±4). It is inactive for the weakest light stimuli near presumably functions in parallel with the classical rod
the threshold of vision but makes a large contribution ON bipolar±AII amacrine circuit. At very low light inten-
sity or low contrast, one expects the RDB±AII circuitto the light response at somewhat higher intensities
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Figure 11. Ganglion Cells of the Coneless
Retina Have OFF Responses Resistant to APB
Firing rate of an ON/OFF ganglion cell from
the inferior half of a coneless retina in re-
sponse to a square wave flash (bottom stimu-
lus trace), in Ringer's medium (shaded) and
after addition of 100 mM APB (solid line).
(A) Flashes of 99% contrast, with a mean in-
tensity of 1 R*/rod/s (top) and 10 R*/rod/s
(bottom).
(B) Flashes with a mean intensity of 102 R*/
rod/s, at a contrast of 16% (top) and 66%
(bottom).
to dominate, owing to the high synaptic gain of the et al., 1990). This allowed their identification in dissoci-
ated cultures, where electrical recording showed themmetabotropic glutamate receptor and its signal trans-
duction cascade. Correspondingly, APB eliminated all to hyperpolarize in response to glutamate (Yamashita
and WaÈssle, 1991). By combining Golgi or anti-PKClight responses in this regime (Figure 5A). The same
effect was observed previously in the dark-adapted cat staining with electron microscopy, it was further deter-
mined that the rod bipolar dendrites form the centralretina (MuÈ ller et al., 1988). At high intensity and high
contrast, one expects that the ionotropic receptor of elements in the invaginating synapse of rod spherules
(Kolb, 1970; GruÈ nert and Martin, 1991). Thus, it appearsOFF bipolar cells contributes significantly to transmis-
sion. In this regime, APB actually enhanced the response well established that cells of the rod bipolar morphology
are of the ON type and make invaginating contacts atof many OFF ganglion cells (Figure 5B). This can be
understood, because APB hyperpolarizes the rod ON the rod spherule.
However, it remains possible that rods occasionallybipolar (Yamashita and WaÈssle, 1991), and thus leads
to a reduced glycine release from the AII amacrine cells connect to other types of bipolar cells. In cat retina,
the ªflat bipolarº cell receives input from cones andonto the cone OFF bipolar cell. If this same bipolar cell
also receives the excitatory input from rods, transmis- produces an OFF response. Some of the dendrites on
these cells project processes vertically into the layer ofsion of that signal would be facilitated by the reduction
of inhibitory input from the AII cell. rod spherules, although no synaptic contacts have been
reported there (Boycott and Kolb, 1973). Furthermore,
outside of the central retina, rod spherules are intermin-Can the Rod Drive an OFF Bipolar Cell?
In this picture, rods and cones connect to the same OFF gled with cone pediclesand thus are far more accessible
to ªcone bipolarº cells (Boycott and Dowling, 1969). Thebipolar cell, as is common in the retinae of cold-blooded
vertebrates. Possibly, the RDB±AII circuit is a more re- retina of the squirrel contains two morphological types
of bipolar cell that make flat contacts onto both rodscent evolutionary development for the purpose of feed-
ing the sensitive response of the ON bipolar into both and cones (West, 1978). In the retinae of rat or mouse,
there have been few studies of the synaptic connectivityON and OFF ganglion cells (Schiller, 1992). Is it possible
that mammals have not altogether discarded the other of photoreceptors; in fact, the identification of rod bipo-
lars and cone bipolars has relied entirely on the shapesrod connections?
In cats and primates, it is held that rods connect to of these neurons and their similarity to bipolar cells in
cat and monkey (Euler and WaÈssle, 1995). However,only one morphological type of bipolar cell, the ªrod
bipolarº (WaÈ ssle et al., 1991). The primary evidence de- recent ultrastructural studies of the mouse retina have
identified bipolar cell dendrites that form flat contactsrives from light microscopy of Golgi-stained retina (Ca-
jal, 1893); in the central area of the retina, the rod spher- with both cone and rod terminals (Y. Tsukamoto, per-
sonal communication; see also Muller et al.,1993). Theseules are located in a layer clearly distal to the layer of
cone pedicles. The only bipolar cells whose dendrites bipolar cells may well mediate the APB-resistant rod
pathway described here.can be seen to reach close to the rod spherules all
have a common recognizable morphology (Boycott and
Dowling, 1969), and this defines the rod bipolar type. Comparing Coneless and Normal Retina
Both the normal and the coneless retina contain an APB-For unknown reasons, cells with this morphology can
be labeled selectively with an antibody to PKC(Greferath resistant pathway for transmission of rod signals, but
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are they the same pathway? For instance, one might this regime, ganglion cells of the superior retina were
most sensitive in the green (lmax ≈ 510 nm) and those ofimagine that in the coneless retina, rods connect directly
to the (formerly) cone OFF bipolar cells, whereas in the the inferior retina in the blue (lmax ≈ 430 nm) region of
the spectrum (Figure 3B). This is consistent with thenormal retina, rods have electrical junctions with cones,
which then connect to cone OFF bipolars. These two well-documented segregation of middle and short wave
pigments into superior and inferior retina, respectivelypathways to the ganglion cell would be substantially
different, in that the latter contains an extra neuron, (Szel et al., 1992; Wang et al., 1992; Chiu and Nathans,
1994). However, the spectral sensitivity we measured inthe cone. In amphibian retina, synaptic transmission is
about 10-fold faster at the cone synapse than at the rod inferior retina conflicts with the current estimate of the
short wave pigment absorption spectrum, which placessynapse (Schnapf and Copenhagen, 1982). While similar
measurements are lacking in mammals, one might ex- the absorption maximum in the ultraviolet (lmax ≈ 360
nm). This was derived from measurements of the elec-pect substantially different light responses from the
aforementioned two pathways. In contrast, we could troretinogram under full field flicker (Jacobs et al., 1991).
Subsequent experiments using focal illumination sug-not detect any differences in the scotopic light response
of the normal and the coneless retina, despite extended gested that the inferior retina was most sensitive in the
blue, not the ultraviolet (Calderone and Jacobs, 1995);efforts to do so (Figures 5, 9, 10, and 11). All of the
functional types of ganglion cells are present in both the discrepancy was blamed on technical problems with
light scattering into the superior retina. Here, we shownormal and coneless retina,and in the same proportions.
Furthermore, by immunostaining and electron micros- instead that individual ganglion cells in an isolated piece
of inferior retina have a spectral sensitivity in the bluecopy, we found no indication that the structure of the
coneless retina was significantly perturbed (Figures 7 rather than the ultraviolet region. Either the proposed
short wave cone absorption spectrum is in error, or theand 8).
Nevertheless, we cannot entirely rule out that some inferior retina contains in addition a longer wavelength
pigment that is not recognized by the antibodies cur-rearrangement of rod circuits occurred subsequent to
cone ablation and happens to perfectly emulate the rently in use. The issue could be resolved by direct
recording from cone photoreceptors.function of a different rod pathway in normal retina.
Clearly, it would be valuable to confirm the proposed
synapse between rods and OFF bipolars, for example,
Development of the Coneless Retinaby serial reconstruction of the outer retina. Given the
It is thought that the developmental fate of retinal neu-general lack of information about the rodent's photore-
rons is determined primarily by cell±cell interactionsceptor connections (Euler and WaÈ ssle, 1995) and the
rather than by their lineage (Holt et al., 1988; Adler andgrowing attraction of molecular genetics in the mouse,
Hatlee, 1989; Turner et al., 1990; Watanabe and Raff,such an ultrastructure effort would offer high rewards.
1990). Those cells that exit the mitotic cycle at earlier
times are presumed to play an instructive role in de-
termining the fates of cells that are born later (CepkoFunction of the Rod and Cone Systems
The coneless retina provides a unique opportunity to et al., 1996). Although cones are among the earliest
postmitotic cells in the mouse retina (Young, 1985), theobserve the rod system at high light intensities, where
cone signals would normally begin to dominate. Figure experiments reported here suggest that cones may not
play a significant role in determining or maintaining the10 shows that the rod system operates over about four
orders of magnitude of light intensity. From 101±103 R*/ developmental fates of other retinal cell types. This infer-
ence should be made with some caution, because therod/s, the response of ganglion cells to these square
wave flashes was remarkably constant. In these experi- developmental time course of cone cell death in the
h.red DT-A transgenic retina has not yet been deter-ments, the mean light intensity increases in proportion
with the flash intensity. Thus, a constant light response mined. Even if cone cell death were found to occur at
postnatal days 0±3 (P0±P3), when cone pigment expres-implies that the flash sensitivity varies in inverse propor-
tion to the mean intensity, a relationship known as We- sion is first detectable (Wang et al., 1992; Chiu and
Nathans, 1994), the nearly normal appearance and func-ber-law adaptation (Shapley and Enroth-Cugell, 1984).
Recordings of the photocurrent of mammalian rods have tion of the h.red DT-A retina could result from an early
and transient interaction between cones and developingdocumented such Weber-law adaptation in the gain of
the flash response over about two orders of magnitude inner retinal cells. Still, the cones do not appear to be
essential for maintaining the neurons that were destined(Yau, 1994). At higher intensities, the phototransduction
cascade can no longer adjust, the membrane conduc- to become cone bipolar cells. In the rat retina, z50%
of bipolar cells are estimated to be cone bipolars, basedtance shuts off, and the rod response disappears. In
rat rods, this saturation occurs at z4 3 103 R*/rod/s on their morphology (Euler and WaÈ ssle, 1995). If this
fraction is similar in the mouse retina, then most of these(Nakatani et al., 1991), precisely where the ganglion cell
response disappears in the coneless mouse retina (Fig- neurons still exist in the h.red DT-A transgenic mouse,
since the inner nuclear layers of normal and h.red DT-Aure 10). Thus, the upper intensity range of the rod system
is likely controlled by gain changes in the photorecep- transgenic retinae are indistinguishable in thickness,
overall appearance, number of cells, and number of cellstors rather than ªnetwork adaptationº in subsequent
circuits (Shapley and Enroth-Cugell, 1984). staining with anti-recoverin, which labels a subset of
cone bipolars. Our recordings in very dim light suggestAt intensities above 105 R*/rod/s, the ganglion cell
response is due entirely to cone signals (Figure 10). In further that these ªconelessº cone-bipolar cells are still
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(UDT Instruments 350) and a spectrometer (Photo Research PR-connected to AII amacrines, just as in the normal retina.
650) scanning from 380±780 nm in 4 nm steps. From this emissionPresumably, these inputs, along with the direct rod input
spectrum and the known spectral sensitivity of the mouse rod (C.postulated above, aresufficient tostabilize these bipolar
Makino, personal communication), we determined the rate of photo-
cells. isomerizations, assuming in addition that the mouse rod has an
Additional evidence that the rod pathways remain optical density at the peak absorption wavelength (lmax) of 0.015
mm21, a length of 24 mm, a diameter of 1.4 mm, and a quantumintact even in the absence of cones comes from hu-
efficiency of 0.67 (Carter and LaVail, 1979; Penn and Williams, 1984).man patients suffering from cone degeneration. These
patients can have normal rod visionÐassessed by psy-
Analysischophysical detection thresholds, the scotopic electro-
In experiments with squarewave flashes, we calculated the ganglionretinogram, and the time course of dark adaptationÐ
cell's average firing rate as a function of time during the stimuluswithout any detectable cone function (Berson et al.,
period by histogramming its spike times relative to light onset. In
1968). In at least one such case, histology of the autopsy random flicker experiments, we calculated the average visual stimu-
eyes confirmed extensive degeneration of cones in most lus as a function of time preceding the cell's action potential: the
spike-triggered average intensity of each gun in eachpixel at variousof the retina (To et al., 1998). Thus, maintenance of the
times preceding the spike (Reid and Shapley, 1992; Meister et al.,circuitry for rod signals does not require cone function
1994). This function, also called the ªreverse correlation,º revealsor even the presence of cone inner segments. If rod
what features of the visual input are effective in triggering a spike. Itssignals are indeed carried to ganglion cells by bipolar
spatial profile shows the cell's receptive field, its time dependence
cells with a dominant cone input, then these bipolar cells reflects the time course of the cell's neural integration, and the
clearly do not degenerate once the cones are removed. contributions from the three guns of the monitor indicate the cell's
relative sensitivity to these three lights.
The relative sensitivity to the three guns of the monitor was used
Conclusion to estimate a ganglion cell's spectral sensitivity. To identify the
The present work addresses a common problem in sys- underlying photoreceptor absorption spectrum, the three measure-
ments were interpolated by a nomogram (Baylor et al., 1987) that fitstems neuroscience, namely to explain the function of a
the shape of pigment spectra in many species. The peak absorptionlarge neuronal circuit in terms of its component neurons
wavelength (lmax) quoted is the lmax of the nomogram providing theand their interconnections. In this effort, it is often helpful
best fit.
to perturb the circuit in specific ways while monitoring
the effect on overall function. The experimental ap-
Pharmacology
proach reported hereÐmultineuron recordings com- All pharmacological agents were dissolved in oxygenated Ringer's
bined with genetically engineered ablation of specific solution and were delivered to the retina by continuous superfusion.
neuronal typesÐshould be broadly applicable to the APB and strychnine were purchased from Sigma.
study of signal processing within the central nervous
system. Transgenic Mice
The DT-A constructs contain 6.5 kb of human red pigment gene 59
flanking sequence, the 39 end of which coincides with the initiator
Experimental Procedures methionine codon as described previously (Wang et al., 1992). This
segment was fused either to a 0.6 kb wild-type DT-A coding region
Recording of Ganglion Cell Action Potentials followed by a 0.5 kb mouse protamine-1 gene intron and polyadenyl-
Spike trains were recorded extracellularly from the ganglion cell ation site or to a 0.6 kb DT-A 176 (attenuated DT-A) coding region
layer with a multielectrode array as described previously (Meister et followed by a 0.8 kb fragment containing an SV-40 early region
al., 1994; Nirenberg and Meister, 1997). ªNormalº mice were females intron and polyadenylation site (Breitman et al., 1990). The inserts
from strain C57Bl/6J, and ªconelessº mice are described below. were gel purified free of E. coli vector sequences and injected into
The animals were dark adapted for at least 1 hr prior to enucleation. fertilized mouse eggs (DNX). Founders were backcrossed to C57/
The retina was isolated into oxygenated Ringer's (110 mM NaCl, 2.5 Bl6 and genotyped by transgene-specific PCR reactions.
mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 1.6 mM MgCl2, and 10 mM D-glucose buffered
with 22 mM NaHCO3 and 5% CO2/95% O2 [pH 7.4]) under infrared Histology and Immunohistochemistryillumination. A piece of retina 2±3 mm on a side was cut from the
For light microscopy, enucleated eyes were fixed in 4% paraformal-periphery and placed ganglion cell side down on an array of 61
dehyde in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) with 2 mM MgCl2 at 48Celectrodes spaced 70 mm apart. The isolated retina was continu-
for 30 min. Corneas and lenses were removed and the eyecupsously superfused with oxygenated Ringer's (1 ml/min) and main-
further fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 3 hr at 48C, cryopro-tained at 358C. All recordings remained stable for at least 4 hr.
tected in 30% sucrose overnight at 48C, embedded in OCT, and
sectioned at 10 mm. Tissue sections were incubated in 5% normal
goat serum in PBS with 2 mM MgCl2 and 0.3% Triton X-100 for 1Stimulation
A computer monitor (Apple RGB Display) or the combination of an hr at room temperature followed by incubation at 48C overnight in
primary antibody in the same buffer. The appropriate biotinylatedLCD panel (Sharp QA-1750) and overhead projector (Eiki OHP-4100)
were used to deliver visual stimuli that were then imaged onto the secondary antibody and Texas red±conjugated streptavidin or bio-
tinylated horseradish peroxidase (Vector Laboratories) were usedphotoreceptor surface of the retina. For periodic flash stimuli, the
screen was uniformly lit, and the intensity varied in a square wave to visualize immunostaining. For PNA staining, tissue sections were
incubated with rhodamine-conjugated PNA at room temperature forfashion, with a contrast (on 2 off)/(on 1 off) 5 0.99, unless noted
differently. For random flicker stimuli, the field was divided in a 1 hr, washed in PBS, mounted in VECTASHIELD mounting solution,
and immediately photographed. Reagents were obtained from thecheckerboard of 105 mm square size. In each square, each of the
three guns was turned on or off by an independent random choice. following sources: anti-PKC mAb MC5 (Sigma); anti-Thy-1 mAb 1294
(Chemicon); affinity-purified rabbit anti-recoverin polyclonal anti-These assignments were randomized every 30 ms, yielding a check-
erboard flickering rapidly with eight different colors (Meister et al., body (Drs. Alexander Dizhoor and James Hurley); rabbit anti±short
wave and rabbit anti±long wave cone pigment antibodies (Wang et1994).
All stimulus intensities are expressed in terms of the time-average al., 1992); biotinylated goat anti-rabbit antibody (Vector Labora-
tories); biotinylated goat anti-mouse antibody (Vector Laboratories);rate of photoisomerizations in a rod. To calculate this, the spectral
power of visual stimuli was measured with a broad-band photometer and rhodamine-conjugated PNA (Vector Laboratories).
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Plastic Embedding and Electron Microscopy DeVries, S.H., and Baylor, D.A. (1997). Mosaic arrangement of gan-
glion cell receptive fields in rabbit retina. J. Neurophysiol. 78, 2048±Semithin and ultrathin sections of retinae were prepared as de-
2060.scribed in Martinou et al. (1994), with the following modifications.
Animals were perfused transcardially with PBS followed by 2% para- Dowling, J.E. (1987). The retina: an Approachable Part of the Brain
formaldehyde and 2% glutaraldehyde in PBS. Tissues were post- (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press).
fixed overnight at 48C in the same fixative, and following three 10 Euler, T., and WaÈ ssle, H. (1995). Immunocytochemical identification
min rinses in 50 mM sodium cacodylate, they were postfixed at 48C of cone bipolar cells in the rat retina. J. Comp. Neurol. 361, 461±478.
for 2 hr in 1% osmium tetroxide in 50 mM sodium cacodylate. The
Euler, T., Schneider, H., and WaÈ ssle, H. (1996). Glutamate responsesfixed tissues were then rinsed in 50 mM sodium cacodylate, dehy-
of bipolar cells in a slice preparation of the rat retina. J. Neurosci.drated in graded ethanol solutions, and infiltrated and embedded
16, 2934±2944.in epoxy resin. Semithin (1 mm) sections werestained with methylene
Famiglietti, E.J., and Kolb, H. (1975). A bistratified amacrine cell andblue for light microscopy, and ultrathin (0.1 mm) sections were
synaptic circuitry in the inner plexiform layer of the retina. Brainstained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate for electron microscopy.
Res. 84, 293±300.
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